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In this paper we consider meromorphic functions @ of the form 
where uj (j E No) are nonnegative reals with 0 < CJYTo aj < co. It is shown 
that any such function represents the (bilateral) Laplace transform 
ST, e -“‘f(t) dA(t) (A: Lebesgue measure) of a function f: R -+ R. 
Furthermore, the inverse Laplace transform f is determined by means of an 
inversion theorem for the bilateral Laplace transform. Finally, two examples 
are given which are relevant to probability theory. 
In the sequel let Uj(jE No) be nonnegative reals with 
0 < a := C,Eo aj < 00 and let the meromorphic function G be given by 
for all s of the complex plane G. Further, let J := {j E No luj > 0) be indexed 
in ascending order, i.e., we put J = {j, ( m E M}, where M = Ni = {0, l,..., n} 
withnE~oorM=Noandwherej,,<jmZform,,m2EMwithm,<m2. 
With these notations we state in our first theorem some properties of G 
which will be useful for the inversion indicated above. Especially, we study 
the zeroes of G. 
THEOREM 1. (a) The only zeroes of G are located in the intervals 
(-j,, -j,,- ,) with m E M-(O); in any such interval there is exactly one 
simple zero s,. 
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(b) For m EM-{0} it holds 
0 cj, + S, < (l/U) 2 jaj. 
i=j, 
(c) For k E N with k > j, and with G(-k + i) > 0 the inequality 
Re G(S) > Uj,/(6k’) 
holds for all s = -k + f - y f iy with y E [0, l/12). 
(d) For k E N with k > j, and with G(-k + 4) < 0 the inequality 
Re G(s) < -aj,/(6k’) 
holds for all s = -k + $ - y f iy with y E [0, l/12). 
(e) For s E C with Re s < 1 and -s @ J it holds 
Proof. First we note that all zeroes of G are real; this follows from the 
fact that Im G(s) = 0 holds iff Im s = 0. Further, from (1) it is immediately 
clear that the zeroes must be located in the intervals (-j,, -j,,- ,) with 
m E M-10). For M = {0} the function G has no zero and claim (a) is valid. 
Now fix m E M-{O}. Then we have 
im-l 
G(-j, + 8)~ - y . ‘j + 7 ‘j 
,s Jm -j-s j$,j-j,+S 
(6 E W, -.Ld> 
where both sums on the right-hand side are positive. Hence it follows 
lii G(-j, + 6) = GO, 6 r)iey _, W-j,,, + 6) = --oo- 
m m 
Therefore the continuity of G in (-j,, -j, _ J yields the existence of at least 
one zero in this interval. Due to 
G’(s)=-~~~&<~ (S E C-j,, -j,-1)) 
there exists only one zero in (-j,, -j,- ,), which is a simple one. This 
proves assertion (a). 
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From the definition of G we obtain 
I 
This implies for m E M-(0} the validity of 
(SEC:-s6s.r). 
Thus (b) is verified. 
For the proof of (c) we note first that for any k E N with k >j, it holds 
G(s) - G(t) = (t - s) c 
go (s +jzt + j) 
> (t - s) aj,/k2 (-k<s<t<-k+ 1). 
(2) 
Now fix k E kl with k > j, and G(-k + f) > 0; then the application of (2) for 
s = -k + ; and t = -k + f yields the validity of (c) for s = -k -t f, i.e., for 
y=O. Next, forjEN’ letgj: [0, 1/12)-+[R be given by 
gi(y)=Re([j-k+i--yfiyl-*} 
=[j-k+i-y]/((j-k+f-y)*+y*] (YE 103 l/12)). 
Putting h,(Y) := [(j - k + f -y)’ +y212 (jE N”;yE [0, l/12)) the 
derivatives of gj (j E N “) are given by 
g;(y) = [(j - k)’ + 2(j - k)(f - 2~) + 4 - 2y(S -Y)I/hj(Y> 
(Y 6 105 V12)). 
Therefore we have 
gj(Y> > llj - kl(lj - kl - 3) + 1/72I/hj(Y>  0 
(j E N”;y E [0, l/12)). 
Due to ReG(s)=C&gj(y) (s=-k++-yiiy withyE[0,1/12)) and 
in view of the validity of (c) for s = -k + f this implies the validity of (c) for 
all s = -k + 3 --y f ij with y E [0, l/12). 
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Claim (d) can be shown in a similar way. 
SinceforjEN’andfors=x+iyECwith-s&lN’itholds 
Im 
1 ’ - = -y/[(x +j)’ SY21? s+.i 
we obtain 
for all s = x + iy E C with x < 1 and -s 4 No, which proves assertion 
(4. I 
Conclusions (a), (c), (d) and (e) of Theorem 1 will be used in the proof of 
our main theorem (Theorem 2 below). Conclusion (b) is of interest in special 
cases only. For A4 = No and C,E, juj < co it yields a reasonable upper 
bound for the distance between the mth zero s, of G and the corresponding 
pole -j, for large m, which is useful for numerical computations. 
Now we turn to our main theorem. With the given notations and 
assumptions we have 
THEOREM 2. The meromorphic function CD = T/G (with G given by (1)) 
is the bilateral Laplace transform off: R --) R given by 
f(t)= - C r(Sm)eSmL 
msM-IO) 
(t E RI. (3) 
Proof. In the first step we show that Qi is analytic in the stripe 
(s E C 10 ( Re s < I}, that for arbitrarily small 6 > 0 the function @ 
convergesfor~Ims~~couniformlyin{sEC~6<Res<1-6}toOand 
!I ( @ x + iy))dA(y) < 00 (x E (6, 1 - 6)). (4) 
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Then, by Theorem 1 of Section 7.2 in [ 1 ] it follows that @ is the bilateral 
Laplace transform of the function f: IR + IR given by 
(5) 
The analyticity of @ in {s E G / 0 < Re s < I} is clear. From 
lim 
IYl-roO 
JZ(x + iv)] en’Y”2 1 y]-(X-1’2) = fi (XE RI 
(cf. [3, p. 471) we get the existence of y, > 1 and of C, , C, > 0 such that 
IT(x + iy)l < C, epn’y”2 1 ylc2 
holds for all x E (6, 1 - S) and all y E IR with 1 y I > y,. This inequality and 
Theorem l(e) imply the existence of y0 > 1 and of c, , c, > 0 such that 
I @(x + iy)l < c”, eCz’y”2 IYJ’~ 
holds for all x E (6, 1 - 6) and all y E IR with I y 1 > y’,. Thus, the uniform 
convergence mentioned above and the validity of (4) are verified. Hence it is 
shown that @ is the bilateral Laplace transform whose inverse transform is 
given by (5). 
In the second part we show that the integral in (5) and therewith the 
inverse transform of @ can be determined by means of the calculus of 
residues. To this end we note first that the functions s--t e” @J(S) (t E IR) are 
meromorphic; the only singularities are the zeroes s, (m E M-(O)) of G (cf. 
Theorem 1) and (eventually) some of the singularities of r, namely, the 
points -k with k E No -J. All these singularities are simple poles. For 
n E N with n > j, t 1 we define a path of integration qn in the following 
way : 
IfG(-ntf)<O,weputr,:=n-i, 
gn’,,, := l--r, - l/12 ty f iyly E [0, l/12)} 
(%7n,2 := i-r, f iY I YE [l/12, r,)J 
GFn,3 := (x f ir, /x E [-rn, l/2]} 
el :=‘%;1,1ue7,*u@L* 
If G(-n -t f) > 0, we put r, := n - a and 
gn’,,, := (-I, t l/12 -y f iy I y E [0, l/12)) 
whereas gn,*, gn,3 and gn are given as before. 
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Due to Theorem l(a) and the strict monotonicity of G in (-n, -n + l), no 
path of integration gn passes through a singularity of s -+ efs Q(s) (t E R). 
Now, for t E R let A,(t) denote the residue of s + efS a(s) in s, (m E M-10)) 
and Bk(t) the residue in -k (k E No -J). Then Cauchy’s integral formula 
implies for n > j, + 1 
1 
- 
27ri [I 
“2+ir” et’ Q(s) ds + J ers Q(s) ds 
l/2-ir, @” 1 
(n) (n) 
= 1 A,(t) + 2 B/((t) GE RI 
(6) 
where the first sum is to be taken over all m E M-(0} such that 
s, > -n + l/2 and the second over all k E No -J such that k < n. If we 
succeed in showing 
1 
!lr, 2ni I 
efs Q(s) ds = 0 @ED) @” 
then (5), (6) and (7) imply that @ is the Laplace transform of the functionf 
with 
.I-(0 = c A,(t) + 2 BkW (t E IR). (8) 
moM-(0) kcW-J 
To verify (7) fix t E If?. With the aid of the functional equation 
ST(S) = T(s -I- 1) and of the inequality jT(x + iy)l < T(x) (x, y E 1R) we obtain 
for n E N 
I~(s)/WVes>lG 3(nflj, (s E %,1 uKl.2)’ 
For n > j, + 1 this inequality yields in view of Theorem 1 (c) and (d) 
and in view of Theorem l(e) 
I@ @@>I G 
C(n* + 1) enIt 
@ _ 1)! 0 E %,2) (10) 
where C > 0 is a constant (independent of s, n and t). Now, for s E qn,,, 
Stirling’s formula implies the existence of C, > 0 and n, E N with n, > j, + 1 
such that 
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holds for all n > n, . Using Theorem 1 (e) we obtain from this inequality the 
existence of 6, >j, + 1 and of c,, c”, > 0 (6,) c, , I?, depend on t, only) 
such that 
lets Q(s)1 < c’, exp{-C,n} (s E %,3) (11) 
holds for n > ii. Now, (9), (10) and (11) imply (7) and therewith (8). 
Now, for t E R and m E M-10) the residue A,(t) of s + e” Q(s) in s,,, is 
given by 
A,(t) = lim (s - sm) ets Q(s) 
s -+s, 
=e ‘mt T(s,) lim 
s +s, ! 
L lG(s) - W,)] 1 -’ s - s, 
= -e Smf z-(&J 
I 
G 
]iO (j +a:J * 
(12) 
Taking into account that the residue of r in the simple pole -k with k E No 
is given by (-l)k/k! we obtain that the residue Bk(f) of s + e” Q(s) in -k 
withtERandkEN’-Jisgivenby 
Ilk(f) = ,iiik (s + k) efs Q(s) 
=e lim (s + k) T(s) 
s+-k 
(-‘jk 
=Te 
-kt \‘ aj 
I 1% J ‘-k’ 
Finally, (8) (12) and (13) yield (3). 1 
Theorems 1 and 2 extend results of [2, Section 21, where the case 
aj=aj/j! (jE IN”) with a E (0, co) was treated. As shown in 121, in this 
case @ is the Laplace transform of the asymptotic probability distribution of 
(normalized) absorption times in birth and death processes with birth rates 
Aj = 1 . (j + 1) and death rates pj = p (a := p/n). 
Another special case of interest refers to aj = cd . (<)j/j! (j E No), where 
aE(O,l), {E(O,oo), (oo:=l and (oj:=<.(<+l).....(<+j-l) 
(j E N). By a result not yet published, in this case @ is again the Laplace 
transform of the asymptotic distribution of (normalized) absorption times, 
now for birth rates Aj = I . (j + 1) and death rates pj = p . (j + <) (a := p/A). 
In both special cases just mentioned, the inverse Laplace transformfgiven 
by Theorem 2 represents the (Lebesgue-) density of a probability 
distribution. This is not true, in general. 
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